eTEK Construction Systems
Top 5 Benefits per eTEK Customers

1.

Designed Specifically for the Construction Industry
eTEK software: ● integrates a complete user-defined multi-phase project/job/phase/task tracking
structure with a complete 4-seqment user-defined general ledger account numbering scheme ● at
the most detailed level of source transactions (labor/material/equipment), this insures that ●
project management/job cost reports ultimately correctly tie-in to financial reports; system includes
● WIP reports, billing & receipts (over/under billing) and audit trails that CPA’s, bankers and
bonding agencies demand; this insures timely release of construction funds. ● Extensive built-in
reports are designed to facilitate supervision of both commercial and residential projects (including
those for government organizations). ● On-demand, on-line, instant status of actual costs vs.
estimates are included down to any level of detail desired. ● System computes “%-complete” per
industry standards, and allows use of “estimates-to-complete”. ● Payroll allows employees to work
on any job, in any role, at any rate, across different states, during any defined period of time. ●
Billing options include: A.I.A, contract billing, and the most flexible T&M billing in industry (if you
can define how you want to bill, eTEK can do it). ● System manages change orders of all types.

2.

Superior Tech Support
Many eTEK customers have been using eTEK systems for over 30 years! They readily confirm their
satisfaction with the quality of eTEK support. You are offered an easy way to form your own opinion
during a FREE GoToMeeting™ web demo/informal Q&A session; you will be able to evaluate the
level of knowledge, skills and expertise available to your organization. Your meeting will be
conducted by the head of eTEK’s customer support team, a professional full–time employee of eTEK
(not a third-party sales rep or consultant).

3.

Easy-to-use
eTEK systems run on all popular versions of Microsoft Windows as well as current versions of
Microsoft Office. eTEK’s user interface and overall design provides an easy-to-navigate framework
fully compatible with Microsoft Office. Ease of use is one of the most popular features of eTEK.

4.

Flexible
eTEK systems are based on an open, non-proprietary, relational database architecture. You can
easily use eTEK for multiple divisions/departments. Unlike QuickBooks® and others, there are no
practical limits on the number of customers, suppliers, and other records + flexible reporting.

5.

Scalable
Starting as small as a single desktop, you can grow as large as desired with eTEK with no need to
re-train users, or convert to some “other brand” as your business grows. You can start with a
single-user system, then move up to eTEK for Microsoft SQL Server (SQL is capable of supporting
literally thousands of users).
eTEK offers the long-term benefit of NOT out-growing your construction
accounting & business management software?

